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NEWS RELEASE 5-JUN-2019

Why deep-sea dragonfish have transparent
teeth
CELL PRESS

O� the coast of San Diego, 500 meters under the sea, pencil-sized sea monsters grin pitch-black smiles
because their mouths are �lled with transparent teeth. An investigation into this unique adaptation of deep-
sea dragon�sh (Aristostomias scintillans) revealed that their teeth evolved to reduce light scatter, allowing the
�sh's wide-open mouth to e�ectively disappear right before its jaws snap onto its prey. A team of
oceanographers and materials scientists describe the properties of the teeth June 5 in the journal Matter.

"Most deep-sea fauna have unique adapations, but the fact that dragon�sh have transparent teeth puzzled us,
since the trait is usually found in larger species," says senior author Marc Meyers, who researches bioinspired
materials at the University of California, San Diego. "We thought that the nanostructure would be di�erent,
and when we looked at this, we found grain-sized nanocrystals embedded throughout the the teeth are
responsible for this uncanny optical property."

VIDEO: THIS VIDEO SHOWS THE RESEARCHERS CATCHING DRAGONFISH ON THEIR RESEARCH CRUISE. view more 
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Despite measuring about 15 centimeters in length, deep-sea dragon�sh are apex predators in their part of the
ocean, feeding on smaller �sh up to 50% of their size. The dragon�sh's most distinct feature is it's
extraordinarily large head full of fang-like teeth attached to a dark-skinned, eel-like body. The �sh are so
voracious that they tend to eat each other while researchers are in the process of collecting specimens.

Very few materials scientists are studying deep-sea creatures such as the dragon�sh, but Meyers and graduate
student Audrey Velasco partnered with Dimitri Deheyn (@DimitriDeheyn), a marine biologist at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, who suggested the study. Their two groups teamed up with Eduard Arzt's Lab at
the Leibniz Institute for New Materials in Germany to analyse the nanostructure with a specialized electron
microscope, operated by Marcus Koch. Birgit Nothdurft, a technician at the Leibniz Institute for New Materials,
did the highly specialized preparation of the specimens.

They discovered that transparency of the teeth is di�erent from how other organisms have evolved this
adaptation. First, they saw that dragon�sh teeth, like human teeth, are comprised of an outer enamel-like layer
and an inner dentin layer. The nanocrystals, about 20 nanometers in size, are dispersed throughout the
amorphous matrix of the enamel, preventing any light that is in the environment from re�ecting or scattering
o� the surface of the teeth. The teeth are are also relatively thin compared to other predatory �sh, adding to
this light scattering e�ect.

"Down at great depths there's almost no light, and the little light there is comes from �sh, such as the
dragon�sh, that have small photophores that generate light, attracting prey," says Meyers. "But the
dragon�sh's teeth are huge in proportion to its mouth--it's like a monster from the movie Alien--and if those
teeth should become visible, prey will immediately shy away. But we speculate that the teeth are transparent
because it helps the predator."

Based on this study, the researchers are now raising funds to create transparent materials inspired by
dragon�sh teeth, using a combination of nanocrystals and ceramics.

###

The researchers acknowledge support from the the Air Force O�ce of Scienti�c Research and the Humboldt
Foundation.

Matter, Velasco-Hogan et al.: "On the nature of the transparent teeth of the deep-sea dragon�sh (Aristostomias
scintillans)" https://www.cell.com/matter/fulltext/S2590-2385(19)30035-9

Matter (@Matter_CP), published by Cell Press, is a new journal for multi-disciplinary, transformative materials
sciences research. Papers explore scienti�c advancements across the spectrum of materials development--
from fundamentals to application, from nano to macro. Visit: https://www.cell.com/matter. To receive Cell
Press media alerts, please contact press@cell.com.
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